Abstract. Some of Oikawa's work is extended; the space P(F) of compact extensions of an open unbordered Klein surface of finite genus is introduced. Some properties of compactness and connectedness of P(I) are obtained starting from the compactness and connectedness of P(F"), F" th. complex double of ,F'. The uniqueness of the extension is also studied.
In this paper we shall define and study the corresponding space p(f') for an open unbordered non-orientable Klein surface .F of finite genus g > 2.
In Section 2 we give an account of some basic facts on Klein surfaces and Teichmiiller spaces of Klein surfaces. The standard references are N.L. A1ling and N. Greenleaf [2] and M. Seppälä [11] .
In Section 3 we introduce the space P (F) 
i(P(r)) c P(F; n i(rs(wo)).
To prove the relative compactness of i(P(.F)) in i(4(Wo)), we take an arbitrary sequence {\iV"*,Ä,)},eN in i(P(.F')) and show that this sequence has a convergent subsequenc e ir ; (fo(Wo)) .
In fact, since the sequence {(fu.r,År)}r.N is in the compact set P(F"), there is a subsequer." {\VT..o,Ä,r)}*.* converging to an element of P(F.) C Tga(fu1). Therefore the subsequence { (fu",r,L,r!}reN is a Cauchy sequence h i(Ts(Wo)), which is complete, i.e., it converges in i(Ts(Wo)), q.".a.
Connectedness of P(.F)
We recall the relationship i(p(r)) c p(F") n i(rs(wo)) c rn_r(itro). K. Oikawa [9] (see also T. Jussila [5] ) proved that P(f,) is connected showing that alL arbitrary point (tr76",Äl in P-(F.) can be connected to the point (|fi/s",i) of P(f,") by a path contained in P(.F,").
Here we prove the connectedness of P(.F') , or equivalently that of ; (f (f )) , in the case where the boundary of "t' is formed by a finite number of closed analytic curves. To do this we check that the path constructed by K. Oikawa joining a point (fr0",h1 e;(e1f)) c p(r") b (fus.,i) :;11W0,/)) is enrirety contained in ;(r(r)). Therefore, using partitions of unity (3) Dx"U): D*"(".(i)) < *. 
